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The speed of development in Big Data and associated phenomena, such as social media, has surpassed the capacity of the
average consumer to understand his or her actions and their knock-on effects. We are moving towards changes in how
ethics has to be perceived: away from individual decisions with specific and knowable outcomes, towards actions by many
unaware that they may have taken actions with unintended consequences for anyone. Responses will require a rethinking
of ethical choices, the lack thereof and how this will guide scientists, governments, and corporate agencies in handling Big
Data. This essay elaborates on the ways Big Data impacts on ethical conceptions.
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On 21 September 2012, a crowd of 3000 rioting people
visited a 16-year-old girl’s party at home in the little
village of Haren, the Netherlands, after she had mis-
takenly posted a birthday party invite publicly on
Facebook (BBC, 2012). Some might think that the big-
gest ethical and educational challenge that modern
technology is posing concerns mainly children. It
seems, however, that particularly with the emergence
of Big Data, ethicists have to reconsider some trad-
itional ethical conceptions.
Since the onset of modern ethics in the late 18th
century with Hume, Kant, Bentham, and Mills, we
took premises such as individual moral responsibility
for granted. Today, however, it seems Big Data
requires ethics to do some rethinking of its assump-
tions, particularly about individual moral agency. The
novelty of Big Data poses ethical diﬃculties (such as for
privacy), which are not per se new. These ethical ques-
tions, which are commonly known and understood, are
also widely discussed in the media. For example, they
resurface in the context of the Snowden revelations and
the respective investigations by The Guardian con-
cerned with the capabilities of intelligence agencies
(The Guardian, 2013b). But its novelty would not be
the sole reason for having to rethink how ethics
works. In addition to its novelty, the very nature of
Big Data has an underestimated impact on the individ-
ual’s ability to understand its potential and make
informed decisions. Hence, much less commonly dis-
cussed are the ethical implications of impersonal data.
Examples include, among others, the ‘‘likes’’ on
Facebook sold to marketing companies in order to
more speciﬁcally target certain micro-markets; infor-
mation generated out of Twitter feed based sentiment
analyses for political manipulation of groups, etc.
This essay aims to underline how certain principles
of our contemporary philosophy of ethics might be
changing and might require a rethinking in philosophy,
professional ethics, policy-making, and research. First,
it will brieﬂy outline the traditional ethical principles
with regard to moral responsibility. Thereafter, it will
summarize four qualities of Big Data with ethical rele-
vance. The third delves deeper into the idea of the chan-
ging nature of power and the emergence of hyper-
networked ethics; and the fourth section illustrates
which ethical problems might emerge in society, politics
and research due to these changes.
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Traditional ethics
Since the enlightenment, traditional deontological and
utilitarian ethics place a strong emphasis on moral
responsibility of the individual, often also called
moral agency (MacIntyre, 1998). This idea of moral
agency very much stems from almost religiously fol-
lowed assumptions about individualism and free will.
Both these assumptions experience challenges when it
comes to the advancement of modern technology, par-
ticularly Big Data. The degree to which an entity pos-
sesses moral agency determines the responsibility of
that entity. Moral responsibility in combination with
extraneous and intrinsic factors, which escape the will
of the entity, deﬁnes the culpability of this entity.
In general, the moral agency is determined by several
entity innate conditions, three of which are commonly
agreed upon (Noorman, 2012):
1. Causality: An agent can be held responsible if the
ethically relevant result is an outcome of its actions.
2. Knowledge: An agent can be blamed for the result of
its actions if it had (or should have had) knowledge
of the consequences of its actions.
3. Choice: An agent can be blamed for the result if it
had the liberty to choose an alternative without
greater harm for itself.
Implicitly, observers tend to exculpate agents if they
did not possess full moral agency, i.e. when at least one
of the three criteria is absent. There are, however, lines
of reasoning that consider morally relevant outcomes
independently of the existence of a moral agency, at
least in the sense that negative consequences establish
moral obligations (Leibniz and Farrer, 2005; Pogge,
2002). New advances in ethics have been made in
network ethics (Floridi, 2009), the ethics of social net-
working (Vallor, 2012), distributed and corporate
moral responsibility (Erskine, 2004), as well as com-
puter and information ethics (Bynum, 2011). Still, Big
Data has introduced further changes, such as the philo-
sophical problem of ‘many hands’, i.e. the eﬀect of
many actors contributing to an action in the form of
distributed morality (Floridi, 2013; Noorman, 2012),
which need to be raised.
Four qualities of Big Data
When recapitulating the core criteria of Big Data, it will
become clear that the ethics of Big Data moves away
from a personal moral agency in some instances. In
other cases, it increases moral culpability of those
that have control over Big Data. In general, however,
the trend is towards an impersonal ethics based on con-
sequences for others. Therefore, the key qualities of Big
Data, as relevant for our ethical considerations, shall be
brieﬂy examined. At the heart of Big Data are four
ethically relevant qualities:
1. There is more data than ever in the history of data
(Smolan and Erwitt 2012):
. Beginning of recorded history till 2003—5 billion
gigabytes
. 2011—5 billion gigabytes every two days
. 2013—5 billion gigabytes every 10min
. 2015—5 billion gigabytes every 10 s
2. Big Data is organic: although this comes with messi-
ness, by collecting everything that is digitally avail-
able, Big Data represents reality digitally much more
naturally than statistical data—in this sense it is
much more organic. This messiness of Big Data is
(among others, e.g. format inconsistencies and meas-
urement artifacts) the result of a representation of
the messiness of reality. It does allow us to get closer
to a digital representation of reality.
3. Big Data is potentially global: not only is the repre-
sentation of reality organic, with truly huge Big Data
sets (like Google’s) the reach becomes global.
4. Correlations versus causation: Big data analyses
emphasize correlations over causation.
Certainly, not all data potentially falling into the
category of Big Data is generated by humans or con-
cerns human interaction. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey
in Mexico has generated 140 terabytes of data between
2000 and 2010. Its successor, the Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope in Chile, when starting its work in 2016, will
collect as much within ﬁve days (Mayer-Scho¨nberger
and Cukier, 2013). There is, however, also a large spec-
trum of data that relates to people and their interaction
directly or indirectly: social network data, the growing
ﬁeld of health tracking data, emails, text messaging, the
mere use of the Google search engine, etc. This
latter kind of data, even if it does not constitute the
majority of Big Data, can, however, be ethically very
problematic.
New power distributions
Ethicists constantly try to catch up with modern-day
problems (drones, genetics, etc.) in order to keep ethics
up-to-date. Many books on computer ethics and cyber
ethics have been written in the past three decades since,
among others, Johnson (1985) and Moor (1985) estab-
lished the ﬁeld. For Johnson, computer ethics ‘‘pose new
versions of standard moral problems and moral dilem-
mas, exacerbating the old problems, and forcing us to
apply ordinary moral norms in uncharted realms’’
(Johnson, 1985: 1). This changes to some degree with
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Big Data as moral agency is being challenged on certain
fundamental premises that most of the advancements in
computer ethics took and still take for granted, namely
free will and individualism. Moreover, in a hypercon-
nected era, the concept of power, which is so crucial
for ethics and moral responsibility, is changing into a
more networked fashion. Retaining the individual’s
agency, i.e. knowledge and ability to act, is one of the
main challenges for the governance of socio-technical
epistemic systems, as Simon (2013) concludes.
There are three categories of Big Data stakeholders:
Big Data collectors, Big Data utilizers, and Big Data
generators. Between the three, power is inherently rela-
tional in the sense of a network deﬁnition of power
(Hanneman and Riddle, 2005). In general, actor A’s
power is the degree to which B is dependent on A or
alternatively A can inﬂuence B. That means that
A’s power is diﬀerent vis-a`-vis C. The more connections
A has, the more power he or she can exert. This is
referred to as micro-level power and is understood as
the concept of centrality (Bonacich, 1987). On the
macro-level, the whole network (of all actors A–B–C–
D. . .) has an overall inherent power, which depends on
the density of the network, i.e. the amount of edges
between the nodes. In terms of Big Data stakeholders,
this could mean that we ﬁnd these new stakeholders
wielding a lot of power:
a. Big Data collectors determine which data is col-
lected, which is stored and for how long. They
govern the collection, and implicitly the utility, of
Big Data.
b. Big Data utilizers: They are on the utility
production side. While (a) might collect data with
or without a certain purpose, (b) (re-)deﬁnes the
purpose for which data is used, for example
regarding:
. Determining behavior by imposing new rules on
audiences or manipulating social processes;
. Creating innovation and knowledge through
bringing together new datasets, thereby achieving a
competitive advantage.
c. Big Data generators:
(i) Natural actors that by input or any recording
voluntarily, involuntarily, knowingly, or unknow-
ingly generate massive amounts of data.
(ii) Artiﬁcial actors that create data as a direct or
indirect result of their task or functioning.
(iii) Physical phenomena, which generate massive
amounts of data by their nature or which are mea-
sured in such detail that it amounts to massive data
ﬂows.
The interaction between these three stakeholders
illustrates power relationships and gives us already an
entirely diﬀerent view on individual agency, namely an
agency that is, for its capability of morally relevant
action, entirely dependent on other actors. One could
call this agency ‘dependent agency’, for its capability to
act is depending on other actors. Floridi refers to these
moral enablers, which hinder or facilitate moral action,
as infraethics (Floridi, 2013). The network nature of
society, however, means that this dependent agency is
always a factor when judging the moral responsibility
of the agent. In contrast to traditional ethics, where
knock-on eﬀects (that is, eﬀects on third mostly unre-
lated parties, as for example in collateral damage scen-
arios) in a social or cause–eﬀect network do play a
minor role, Big Data-induced hyper-networked ethics
exacerbate the eﬀect of network knock-on eﬀects. In
other words, the nature of hyper-networked societies
exacerbates the collateral damage caused by actions
within this network. This changes foundational
assumptions about ethical responsibility by changing
what power is and the extent we can talk of free will
by reducing knowable outcomes of actions, while
increasing unintended consequences.
Some ethical Big Data challenges
When going through the four ethical qualities of Big
Data above, the ethical challenges become increasingly
clearer. Ads (1) and (2): as global warming is an eﬀect
of emissions of many individuals and companies, Big
Data is the eﬀect of individual actions, sensory data,
and other real world measurements creating a digital
image of our reality. Cukier (2013) calls this ‘‘dataﬁ-
cation’’. Already, simply the absence of knowledge
about which data is in fact collected or what it can be
used for puts the ‘‘data generator’’ (e.g. online con-
sumers, cellphone owning people, etc.) at an ethical dis-
advantage qua knowledge and free will. The ‘‘internet
of things’’ further contributes to the distance between
one actor’s knowledge and will and the other actor’s
source of information and power. Ad (3): global data
leads to a power imbalance between diﬀerent stake-
holders beneﬁtting mostly corporate agencies with the
necessary know-how to generate intelligence and know-
ledge from information. Ad (4): like a true Delphian
oracle, Big Data correlations suggest causations where
there might be none. We become more vulnerable to
having to believe what we see without knowing the
underlying whys.
Privacy
The more our lives become mirrored in a cyber reality
and recorded, the more our present and past become
Zwitter 3
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almost completely transparent for actors with the right
skills and access (Beeger, 2013). The Guardian revealed
that Raytheon (a US defense contractor) developed the
Rapid Information Overlay Technology (RIOT) soft-
ware, which uses freely accessible data from social net-
works and data associated with an IP address, etc., to
proﬁle one person and make their everyday actions
completely transparent (The Guardian, 2013a).
Group privacy
Data analysts are using Big Data to ﬁnd out our shop-
ping preferences, health status, sleep cycles, moving
patterns, online consumption, friendships, etc. In only
a few cases, and mostly in intelligence circles, this
information is individualized. De-individualization
(i.e. removing elements that allow data to be connected
to one speciﬁc person) is, however, just one aspect of
anonymization. Location, gender, age, and other infor-
mation relevant for the belongingness to a group and
thus valuable for statistical analysis relate to the issue
of group privacy. Anonymization of data is, thus, a
matter of degree of how many and which group attri-
butes remain in the data set. To strip data from all
elements pertaining to any sort of group belongingness
would mean to strip it from its content. In consequence,
despite the data being anonymous in the sense of being
de-individualized, groups are always becoming more
transparent. This issue was already raised by Dalenius
(1977) for statistical databases and later by Dwork
(2006) that ‘‘nothing about an individual should be
learnable from the database that cannot be learned
without access to the database’’. This information gath-
ered from statistical data and increasingly from Big
Data can be used in a targeted way to get people to
consume or to behave in a certain way, e.g. through
targeted marketing. Furthermore, if diﬀerent aspects
about the preferences and conditions of a speciﬁc
group are known, these can be used to employ incen-
tives to encourage or discourage a certain behavior. For
example, knowing that group A has a preference a (e.g.
ice cream) and a majority of the same group has a con-
dition b (e.g. being undecided about which party to
vote for), one can provide a for this group to behave
in the domain of b in a speciﬁc way by creating a con-
ditionality (e.g. if one votes for party B one gets ice
cream). This is standard party politics; however, with
Big Data the ability to discover hidden correlations
increases, which in turn increases the ability to create
incentives whose purposes are less transparent.
Conversely, hyper-connectivity also allows for other
strategies, e.g. bots which inﬁltrate Twitter (the so-
called Twitter bombs) are meant to create fake grass-
roots debates about, for example, a political party that
human audiences also falsely perceive as legitimate
grassroots debates. This practice is called
‘‘Astroturﬁng’’ and is prohibited by Twitter policies,
which, however, does not prevent political campaigners
from doing it. The electoral decision between Coakley
and Brown (in favor of the Republican Brown) of the
2010 special election in Massachusetts to ﬁll the Senate
seat formerly held by Ted Kennedy might have been
decided by exactly such a bot, which created a Twitter
smear campaign in the form of a fake public debate
(Ehrenberg, 2012). A 2013 report showed that in fact
61.5% of website visitors were bots (with an increasing
tendency). Half of this traﬃc consisted of ‘‘good bots’’
necessary for search engines and other services, the
other half consisted of malicious bot types such as scra-
pers (5%), hacking tools (4.5%), spammers (0.5%), and
impersonators (20.5%) for the purpose of market intel-
ligence and manipulation (Zeifman, 2013).
Propensity
The movieMinority Report painted a vision of a future
in which predictions about what people were likely to
do could lead to their incarceration without an act
committed. While the future might not be as bad as
depicted in the movie, ‘‘predictive policing’’ is already
a fact in cities like Los Angeles, where Big Data ana-
lytics point to certain streets, gangs or individuals, who
are more likely to commit a crime, in order to have
them subjected to extra surveillance (Mayer-
Scho¨nberger and Cukier, 2013; Perry et al., 2013).
The problem is very much a political one: the high
probability of a certain person committing a murder
cannot be ignored without major public criticism if
nothing had been done to prevent it. Another example
puts the stakes somewhat lower: what if Big Data ana-
lytics predict that a certain person (e.g. a single parent
living in a certain neighborhood, with no job, a car, no
stable relationship, etc.) has a likelihood of 95% to be
involved in domestic violence? No social welfare organ-
ization having such information would politically be
able not to act on such information. Sending social
workers to the person’s house might not be as invasive
as incarcerating people before the deed and it also does
not violate the presumption of innocence. However,
this might cause a stigma on the person, the family,
and friends. Furthermore, this raises questions about
the ethical role of those setting the intervention thresh-
old and the data scientists writing the algorithm that
calculates the chance based on certain variables avail-
able in the Big Data pool. One of the key changes in Big
Data research is that data scientists let algorithms
search for correlations themselves. This can often lead
to surprise ﬁndings, e.g. the very famous Wal-Mart
ﬁnding of increased Pop-Tart purchases before hurri-
canes (Hays, 2004). When searching for random
4 Big Data & Society
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commonalities (through data mining), it can be con-
cluded/suggested that the more data we have, the
more commonalities we are bound to ﬁnd. Big data
makes random connectedness on the basis of random
commonalities extremely likely. In fact, no connected-
ness at all would be the outlier. This, in combination
with social network analysis, might yield information
that is not only highly invasive into one’s privacy, but
can also establish random connections based on inci-
dental co-occurrences. In other words, Big Data makes
the likelihood of random ﬁndings bigger—something
that should be critically observed with regard to inves-
tigative techniques such as RIOT.
Research ethics
Ethical codes and standards with regard to research
ethics lag behind this development. While in many
instances research ethics concerns the question of priv-
acy, the use of social media such as Twitter and
Facebook for research purposes, even in anonymous
form, remains an open question. On the one hand,
Facebook is the usual suspect to be mentioned when it
comes to questions of privacy. At the same time, this
discussion hides the fact that a lot of non-personal infor-
mation can also reveal much about very speciﬁc groups
in very speciﬁc geographical relations. In other words,
individual information might be interesting for investi-
gative purposes of intelligence agencies, but the actually
valuable information for companies does not require the
individual tag. This is again a problem of group privacy.
The same is true for research ethics. Many ethical
research codes do not yet consider the non-privacy-
related ethical eﬀect (see, for example, BD&S’ own state-
ment ‘‘preserving the integrity and privacy of subjects
participating in research’’). Research ﬁndings that reveal
uncomfortable information about groups will become
the next hot topic in research ethics, e.g. researchers
who use Twitter are able to tell uncomfortable truths
about speciﬁc groups of people, potentially with nega-
tive eﬀects on the researched group.1 Another problem is
the ‘‘informed consent’’: despite the data being already
public, no one really considers suddenly being the sub-
ject of research in Twitter or Facebook studies.
However, in order to represent and analyze pertinent
social phenomena, some researchers collect data from
social media without considering that the lack of
informed consent would in any other form of research
(think of psychological or medical research) constitute a
major breach of research ethics.
Conclusions
Does Big Data change everything, as Cukier and
Mayer-Scho¨nberger have proclaimed? This essay tried
to indicate that Big Data might induce certain changes
to traditional assumptions of ethics regarding individu-
ality, free will, and power. This might have consequences
in many areas that we have taken for granted for so long.
In the sphere of education, children, adolescents,
and grown-ups still need to be educated about the unin-
tended consequences of their digital footprints (beyond
digital literacy). Social science research might have to
consider this educational gap and draw its conclusions
about the ethical implications of using anonymous,
social Big Data, which nonetheless reveals much
about groups. In the area of law and politics, I see
three likely developments:
. political campaign observers, think tank researchers,
and other investigators will increasingly become spe-
cialized data forensic scientists in order to investigate
new kinds of digital manipulation of public opinion;
. law enforcement and social services as much as
lawyers and legal researchers will necessarily need
to re-conceptualize individual guilt, probability and
crime prevention; and
. states will progressively redesign the way they
develop their global strategies based on global data
and algorithms rather than regional experts and
judgment calls.
When it comes to Big Data ethics, it seems not to be
an overstatement to say that Big Data does have strong
eﬀects on assumptions about individual responsibility
and power distributions. Eventually, ethicists will have
to continue to discuss how we can and how we want to
live in a dataﬁed world and how we can prevent the
abuse of Big Data as a new found source of informa-
tion and power.
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Notes
1. See, for example, Elson et al. (2012) who raise the issue of
anonymity of Facebook or geo-located Twitter data, etc.
but remain quite uncritical of the implications of their
research for the sample group (Iranian voters) and the
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effect on voter anonymity. For an excellent discussion on
the ethical implications of Facebook studies, see Zimmer
(2010).
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